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MEN BEHAVING BADLY: CONDUCT AND IDENTITY AT GREEK
SYMPOSIA
W J Henderson (Rand Afrikaans University)

Introduction
From later prose writings on the ancient Greek symposion (for example, Plato's
Symposion, Xenophon's Symposion and Athenaeus' Deipnosophistai) one gains the
general impression that the symposion was a gathering of aristocrats with similar
interests, who, induced by moderate consumption of wine, indulged in intellectual
discussions and pursuits and exercised their reputed sophrosyne.1 This is, however, a
literary construct, an ideal, which is undercut by the evidence of the poetry sung and
pottery used at these functions. Both the sympotic poetry and the painted pottery offer
evidence from inside the symposion of less than ideal behaviour. The mere fact that
the vase-painters or their aristocratic clients felt it necessary to warn symposiasts
against over-indulgence (cf. for example, the "message" of the Brygos-calyx),z
suggests that the behaviour after (or even at) symposia was perhaps not always as
moderate as one might at first be led to believe. The evidence is particularly damning
in the case of komasts after the symposion (cf. Lissarrague 1990:96, fig. 77).
Likewise, the poets' appeals for calm and self-control, promotion of the moderate
consumption of wine, and warnings against its dangers presuppose situations where in
fact these elements were absent.
In the wider context of everyday reality there were also less ideal examples of
sympotic gatherings. Here one recalls the excessive behaviour of Hippocleides at the
banquet given by Cleisthenes for his daughter's betrothal (Hdt. 6.129). His wineinduced display of dancing on the table cost him the tyrant's daughter in marriage (cf.
Robertson 1991 :26-29).3 Fisher (1989:26-29) noted, in post-5th century texts, the
praise for Spartan control over drunkenness and hybris in comparison with the_
situation in Athens. Plato (Minos 320) actually claims that of all Greeks, only the
Cretans and Spartans abstained from symposia and drunkenness (cf. Fisher 1989:44
n.10). The Spartans were also, again according to Plato (Leg. 637A-639E), against
"deep drinking" (~eeTl) and the public display of drunkenness and its consequences:
hubris, excessive (mostly sexual) behaviour, brawling, vandalism, assaults, and
seditious acts. The Spartan syssitia were, according to this construct, quite different
from the Athenian symposia, the latter being characterised by over-indulgence,
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Plato does, however, also hold negative views of the symposion; cf. Tecusan 1990 and Slater
199Ib:2-3.
For an illustration, cf. Arias 1962: photo 138, plate XXXIlI. There are other examples in Durand,
Frontisi-Ducroux & Lissarrague 1989:126, fig. 170; and Maas & Snyder 1989:86, 115, 132 fig.
8. Cf. Henderson 1997:7 and "Aspects of the ancient Greek symposion", Akroterion 45 (2000)
(forthcoming).
For further examples of dissolute behaviour, see Booth 1991:105-17; Paul 1991:159-62.
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various versions, groups of similar ages (usually young, irresponsible and loutish),
free and open discussions, and clash of ideas (Fisher 1989:32-38). Murray (1991 :8794) has called this distinction between the Spartan (and Cretan) syssitia (for the
promotion of courage) and the Athenian symposion (for the indulgence of pleasure) a
"false opposition", arising from "laconism" in the 4th century. Yet, even if we allow
for this pro-Spartan/anti-Athenian sentiment, it does seem clear that symposia, at
Athens, and from the 5th century, were not always disciplined, sober and intellectual
occasions.
This is confirmed by Bowie in an article on the structural function of the
symposion in Aristophanes' comedies. Bad behaviour, and improper and disordered
habits at table and during the k6mos recur and are measured against "an idealised
sympotic practice of balance and restraint, which obviously was not reflected in all
actual symposia" (Bowie 1997:4).
There are, therefore, sufficient indications to question the general belief,
found in ancient and modem writings alike, that the Greek symposion was always
characterised by moderate and disciplined behaviour. It was often enough the
occasion for less acceptabie conduct that elicited admonitions addressed to the
symposiasts. These admonitions were often reinforced by examples of the
unacceptable behaviour of "others".4
The theme of the 1997 conference of the Classical Association of South
Africa was "Multiculturalism in Antiquity".5 In his Chairperson's Address on the
state of Classics in South Africa, Richard Whitaker alluded to the phenomenon of
"essentialising", a process of type-casting, by which those outside one's own social,
political, cultural or ethnic circle are defined and labelled in highly selective,
reductionist terms.6 This phenomenon of categorising people into "We" and "They" is
not unknown in the Greek world.' Lissarrague (1990:11-14,58-59) has argued that in
ancient Greek society the symposion provided the stimulus and opportunity to
experience the Other, a different nature or mode of behaviour. In this exclusive,
"safe" milieu, old men could act like youths, men could dress like women or
Scythians, and the behaviour of non-human beings (such as satyrs) and ethnic types
(such as Blacks and Asians) could be portrayed if not actually imitated. As another
example of the Greek sense of exclusivity, he quotes Thales' three reasons for his
gratitude to the gods (ap. Diog. Laert. 1.33): 1. because he was a human being and
not an animal; 2. because he was a man and not a woman; and 3. because he was a
Greek and not of another race. Lissarrague (1990:59) even regards this "serial
exclusion" as typically Greek (which it was not). Whether this interpretation of the
vase-iconography is correct or not,8 one can, in the surviving texts of Greek melic
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Roman writers, in their turn, attacked the excesses of "Greeks"; cf. SaIl. BC 11.4-7; Juv. 13.3346; and Booth 1991:105.
Cf. AClass 1994:97-117 for summaries of the papers presented.
Whitaker 1997:9.
Cf. the summaries of the papers ofCallinicos and Hift in AClass 1994:97, 103.
Cf. Miller 1991:59-71, who rejects the oriental cap (kidaris) as an index of the presence of
Scythians at Attic symposia and in the Athenian army (61-66), or as a symbol of oriental
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poetry, distinguish three types of "characterisation by group" or "essentialising": (1)
Greeks vs non-Greeks; (2) one Greek state vs another; and (3) one private group vs
another. Murray (1991 :84) justifiably calls this "stereotype of otherness" a "fictional
construct". This article examines the relevant lyric texts in order to highlight this facet
of the Greek symposion.
1. Greeks vs non-Greeks
The earliest surviving text on the behaviour of the Scythians is by Anacreon. For him
their drinking was characterised by rowdiness and noise, and he exhorted his fellowsymposiasts to act differently: by implication to be quieter, and, explicitly, to drink
more slowly.

aYE 8TJVTE~TJKET'oi.hcu
lTaTayCj) TE KO:AaATJT~
IKv81Kllv lTomv lTap' oivCj)
~EAETG:l~EV,O:AAO:KaAolS
UlTOlTiVOVTESEVV~VOIS.
Come again; let us no more
with racket and wailing
practise Scythian drinking
over our wine, but drink slowly
amid beautiful praise-songs.
Anacreon, PMG fro 356b9
Interesting for our argument is the implication in the words aYE 8TJVTE~TJKET'OVTCU
that, in fact, the Greek symposiasts were behaving rather like Scythians to elicit the
poet's admonition. Anacreon does not, at least in these surviving lines, single the
Scythians out for excessive drinking, but for bad behaviour (cf. Miller 1991:68). For
Athenaeus (10.427A-C), who quotes the lines of Anacreon, "Scythian drinking"
meant the imbibing of illIffiixed wine, which could lead to insanity (Hdt. 6.84).
Elsewhere (l1.499F) he cites the opinion of Hieronymus of Rhodes that to get drunk
is to behave like a Scythian (JEpwVV~os ...Ka\ TO ~E8VOal OKv8iOai <PTJo\). A
Scythian drinks from a rhyton (indicating illIffiixed wine) on a red-figure cup (Rhodes
13.386; Lissarrague 1990:90 fig. 74).
Greek authors reveal an ambivalent attitude to their northern neighbours, the
Scythians. The locus classicus on the Scythians and their customs is Herodotus 4.1144, an amalgam of anecdote and fact, which Rostovtzeff,. for example, accepted
more or less at face value, but which modem scholars have increasingly queried (cf.
Heinen 1993:17-18,39-40). The Greek historian's portrait of a strange, barbarous and
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behaviour such as excessive drinking (66-69), and argues in favour of its presence as an icon
indicating the presence of fashionable oriental goods and thus the status and elitism of the
symposiast wearing it (69-71).
Page 1975. All the translations are by the author.
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blood-thirsty people, who practised some weird, grisly and cruel customs, and waged
war evasively and cunningly, although it is "the earliest study we possess of an
uncivilised people" (How & Wells 1967:302), is a century or two later than the
sympotic poetry under discussion, and therefore not strictly relevant. Even if the
picture is accurate, there is no evidence that it was present in the minds of the lyric
poets or the frequenters of the symposia. In fact, in lyric and other texts the Scythians
are portrayed as remote (Theognis 829; Simon. Epigr. 68 = AP 7.496; Pluto Sept. sap.
5) and nomadic (Pind. fro 105b Snell-Maehler), but they are also mentioned for
6o'YoS, a wood used for dyeing (Sappho fro 210 Lobel-Page; Photo Lex. 81.12f.) and
for a particular kind of shoe (Aleaeus fro 318 Lobel-Page; Harpocration Lex. 1.277
Dindort). Their famed archers served in the Athenian army (Arist. Th. 1018, 1026;
Lys. 451; but cf. Miller 1991:61-66). The skill and beauty of their metalwork are
evident from archaeological finds of their artefacts (cf. Heinen 1993: plates 8-18, 2526,30; Seltman 1930: plates 78-92, 102-112). The only negative aspects were their
rough speech (Plut. Mor. 847F), compared with Greek, of course, and their unbridled
behaviour at symposia, induced by the consumption of wine or fermented milk.
The role of wine is a bit surprising. The Scythians were a nomadic people and
did not cultivate vineyards or any other crops (Minns 1925:190-192). They drank
wine only when it was available (Minns 1925: 197). Every year each nomarch
prepared a jar of wine from which only those who had killed an enemy could drink: it
was a special occasion and the successful warriors could drink two beakers (Hdt.
4.66)-not exactly an intoxicating draught. Instead, one would have thought their
drinking-vessels would have fascinated Greek writers: they were made of the skulls
of their enemies (Hdt. 4.65; Minns 1925:199); or the potion served at the conclusion
of pacts: blood from the negotiators added to the wine (Hdt. 4.70). Their normal drink
was kumys, fermented mare's milk, which was as much a sign of barbaric savagery as
their alleged wine-drinking (Miller 1991 :67-68, 76-77 n. 59, with references).
It is also Anacreon who refers to the behaviour of the Lydians. In PMG fro 481
he refers to AuBolTa6eis Tlves ("some living like Lydians"). Aeschylus Pers. 42 has
a similar phrase (a13poBlaiTc.uv ...AuBwv, "soft-living Lydians"), and a scholiast on
Aeschylus (M, p. 22 Dahnhardt) connects the two phrases and explains that the
Lydians do live a soft life (a13poBialTOI Be oihol).
Aleman has a different view of Lydia. In lines which come from a choral ode
and therefore not sung at a symposion, he draws a distinction between, on the one
hand, a rustic = gauche, uncouth = Thessalian or Erysichaean herdsman and, on the
other, someone from Sardis, chief city of Lydia.

OIJK~S avJip aypeios ouBe OKalOSouBe t lTapa oo<poiOIVt ouBe 8eooaAOs yevoS,
'EpuOIxaios ouBe lTOI~f)V,
aAAa 2apBic.uv alT' aKpav.
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He wasn't a rustic man nor
uncouth (not even to men
of skill) nor Thessalian by race,
nor a Erysichaean shepherd,
but from elevated Sardis.
Aleman, PMG fro 16
The phrase "elevated Sardis" is firstly a literal reference to the actual situation of this
city, and secondly a figurative evocation of its political and cultural status. Someone
from there is clearly considered "superior" to a Thessalian or Erysichaean.
2. One Greek state vs another
There are only a few cases where a poet singles out the behaviour of another citystate. Sappho (fr. 106 Lobel-Page) asserts the superiority of the Lesbian poets/
singers, but her poem was not intended for performance at a symposion. On two
occasions, Pindar refers to the apparently general and traditional view of the
Boeotians as "pigs" or "swine", a reflection on their rusticity and stupidity (cf. also
Plato Smp. 182B; Pluto De esu earnium 1.6). In 01. 6.90 he speaks of the "age-old
taunt of 'Boeotian pig'" (apxaiov
OVElbOS..'/ ...8olC:..nlav w), and in fro 83 SnellMaehler (quoted and explained by the scholion on 01. 6.90) he writes: "there was a
time when they called the Boeotian people pigs" (Tiv (hE avas 801WTIOV EaVOS
EVEnov). But here too the texts are not sympotic: Olympian ode 6 is, of course, an
epinician, while fro 83, according to the scholiast, comes from a dithyramb (cf. Race
1997:1.114 n.2; 1997:2.314-315).
Two texts of Anacreon's are relevant to our argument. In PMG fro 399 the
Tean poet, addressing an aristocratic symposion at the court of Polycrates of Samos,
encourages a girl (presumably a dancer) to remove her chiton in order "to act like a'
Dorian" (EKbiiaa KlaWva bC.:lPllli;EIV). The scholiast on Eur. Hee. 934 (i.74
Schwartz) glosses Euripides' \lov6nmAos/
...L\C.:lp\SWS K6pa ("wearing only a
peplos, like a Dorian girl") by quoting this line from Anacreon and explaining that the
word bC.:lPllli;EIV refers to women who "show themselves" (i.e. appear in public)
stripped naked (Ka\ bC.:lPIOi;EIVTO YU\lVOV\lEVaSq>alvEaaal Tas yuvaiKas).
The
fact that the verb bC.:lPIOi;EIVoccurs only here complicates matters. Does it refer to
total nudity? Euripides' words refer to wearing the one-piece tunic, without an outer
garment. LSJ glosses the verb accordingly: "dress like a Dorian girl, i.e. in a single
garment open at the side." The scholiast makes quite a leap from this meaning in
Euripides to the one of nakedness in Anacreon. In fact, he bases his definition
"stripped naked" on Anacreon's phrase.
Behind the poet's words, of course, is the well-known custom of Dorian (=
Spartan) women to exercise semi-naked or naked. Thucydides (1.6.5) states that the
Spartans were the first to play games and exercise naked. The practice went back at
least to the reforms of Lycurgus in the 8th century, and was customary by the 5th.
Plutarch (Comp. Lye. et Num. 25) quotes the term q>a1VO\lTJplbas ("thigh-revealing")
used by Ibycus (PMG fro 339) and other poets. He then explains that Numa's reforms
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were aimed at protecting the femininity and modesty of girls, whereas Lycurgus'
were entirely "open", brazen (aVamTTTaIlEVll) and unfeminine (&811AVS), thus
providing poets a topic (Myov). He also cites Euripides' description (Androm. 597598) of Spartan girls as "man-crazy" (aV8pOllavEiS). Yet not all frowned on the
custom: Plato (Rep. 452C-D) defends his view that in his ideal state women should
exercise naked as originally in Crete and Sparta.
In PMG fro 358 a girl from Lesbos with its fine buildings (EOTiv yap alT'
EUKTITOV/ I\E0130V) rejects the poet's advances because his hair is white (TT}VIlev
EIlT}VKOllllV,/ AEVKT)yap). But then, in the last line, he playfully and ironically
reveals the truth: she gapes after another girl (lTPOS 8' aAAllV TIVO xaoKEI). "She's
from Lesbos-and we all know what Lesbian girls are like." Anacreon is relying on
his audience to know, no doubt from the poetry of Sappho, about the homoerotic
relationships in the thiasoi of Lesbos.
3. One private group vs another
This phenomenon is reflected exclusively in the poetry of Alcaeus. Among Alcaeus'
fragments one finds the more "regular" or positive "uses" of the symposion:
enjoyment while one is young, carpe diem (frr. 38a, 346, 347, 352, 401); celebration
(frr. 58 and 332); as a cure for cares or sorrows (frr. 50 and 335); and simply to drive
away the cold and enjoy pleasant company (fr. 338 Lobel-Page). However, there is a
group of fragments where the symposion is clearly the occasion and place for the
creation and reinforcement of the "we-they" dichotomy. The "they" in this case are
grouped around his hete noir, Pittacus.

OSUPEI m8EXc.uv OVlllTOOIW [
13apllos, CPIAwVWVm8' oAEIl[aTwv
EUWXnllEVOSaUTolOlv ElTa[

5

Kf)VOS8e lTaWSEIS 'ATpEt8a[
8aTTTETw lTOAIVWS Kai lTE80 Mvpoi[Alw[
Sas K' allllE 130AAllT' ApEVS ElTIT[
TPOlTllV' EK8e XOAW Tw8E AaSoIIlES[
v

xaAclooollEV 8e TOS SVllo13opc.u Mas
EllcpUAWTE Ilaxas, Tav TIS 'OAVlllTlc.uv
EVWPOE,8allov Ilev EiS ovaTav aywv
<1>ITTclK4l8e 81801s Ku80s ETIi]p[aTlov.
sharing in the banquet [...] the lyre
plays, feasting sumptuously
with vain pretenders, [...] them [
But let him, married to an Atreid,
devour the city as he did too with Myrsilus,
until Ares wishes to tum us
[to arms]. But may we forget this anger [

10

5
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and let us relax from heart-devouring strife
and fighting among ourselves, which an Olympian
has stirred up, leading the people to ruin,
and giving Pittacus glory to enjoy.

9

10

Fr. 70 Lobel-PagelO
The poet sets two types of banquet in opposition: that of the "vain pretenders" to
which Pittacus belongs, and that of his own circle. The rival group is labelled as a
bunch of social climbers (<pIA~Vc..JV
...CxAEIl[aTc..Jv,
4) because Pittacus has married a
member of the Penthilid-family, who traced their ancestry back to Atreus, father of
Agamemnon and Menelaus.1I Alcaeus clearly does not take this claim seriously, and
attacks Pittacus' family background on more than one occasion (see below on frr. 72
and 129; also, though very broken and uncertain, frr. 75, 106, 119). Here he even
extends Pittacus' "flaw" to his entire circle of fellow-banqueters: they are all empty
pretenders.
Having cast doubt on the social status of his enemy, Alcaeus now attacks his
(and his friends') behaviour. The words Cx6UPEIT1'EOEXc..JV
OVIlTl'OOIc..J(3) and
EVc..JxiJlloTOS(5) are harmless enough,12 but the poet then transfers the act of eating
beyond the bounds of the symposion: "let that man devour the city" (Ki;vos ...
OOTl'TETc..JT1'6AIV,6-7) and "heart-devouring strife" (TCxS6vllo(36pc..J Mos, 10).
Moreover, the verb oaTl'Tc..Jis used of wild beasts (e.g. Hom. II. 16.159), suggesting
violent and "animal" behaviour on the part of Pittacus.13 This all conjours up
excessive, dangerous and unacceptable behaviour, which, Alcaeus warns, will lead to
full-scale war (60S K' CxIlIlE(36AAllT' ..ApEVS ETI'IT[
...] Tp6T1'T\v,8-9). The inevitability of such an outcome is confirmed by the statement that one of the gods of
Olympus is responsible for the situation (11), and also by the use of the word
aV(lTov (= CxTll,12), with its associations of blind folly and inevitable destruction.
From this ruin, the poet sarcastically concludes, Pittacus will emerge illustrious.
In contrast, the poet's own symposion is characterised by all that is fine and
acceptable: he and his audience should forget the anger, relax and stop the factional
fighting (9-11). They are not guilty of the behaviour of ''the others". And yet Pittacus
received a good "press" in the ancient sources: he was a celebrated military leader of
Mytilene, who expelled the tyrant Melanchrus, he was elected and ruled for ten years
before retiring voluntarily; he lived to the age of seventy and came to be recognised
as one of the Seven Wise Men of the ancient world (Strabo 13.617; Diog. Laert. 1.74,
75, 77; Arist. Pol. 1285a). That Alcaeus' portrait of Pittacus is so different, can only
be ascribed to personal animosity, caused by a sense of betrayal, of which a
significant part was the realisation that in past symposia Pittacus had not revealed his
true self (cf. fro 69.6-8; RosIer 1980:159-170; 1995:109). Moreover, the aspects or
topics targeted by Alcaeus for criticism (social background, physical appearance,
10
Lobel & Page 1968.
lIThe
line of descent is: Atreus-Agamemnon-Orestes-Penthilus.
12 There may be a hint of childish or frivolous behaviour in ci6VpEI.
13
Pittacus, presumably, is compared to a "fox" in fro 69.6-8.
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drunkenness and gluttony, animal names, treachery and treason, negative
mythological paradigms, sexual innuendo, hoping for and rejoicing in an opponent's
death) form part of conventional invective, and are highly suspect as historical facts
(cf. Davies 1985:31-39, with further literature).

Aa~pcus Be ouv oTei[
lTh.nrAelOlv aKpaTcu [...llT' a~Epo [
KOI VVKTIlToq>AaoBel [
ev60 v6~os 6a~' EV[
Kfivos Be TOVTCUVOUKElTEAa6eTO
WVTJP ElTel Bf] np(;nov
6VETPOlTE,
lTOiOOIS yap 6vv~plve VVKTOS,
TW Be lTi6cu lTOTayeoK' 6 nV6~T]v.

5

10

au Bf] TEaVTOS EKyey6vcuv EX1JS
Tav B6l;ov oiov avBpes EAev6epoi
eoAcuv eovTES EKTOKtlCUV[
greedily with [
they fill with unmixed wine [...] by day [
and by night it froths [
there the custom is often [
but that man forgot not these things
when first he caused upheaval,
for he stirred up all the nights,
and the bottom of the jar kept ringing.

5

10

Will you really, son of such a mother, have
the reputation that free men
of noble parents have [...]?
Fr. 72 Lobel-Page
The poet is clearly using the occasion of the symposion to cast aspersions on the
behaviour and family-connections ofa rival, probably Pittacus (Page 1965:172-173),
whom he addresses directly in the second person in the last three lines. Another
person (or Pittacus himself), whom he calls "that man" (Kfivos), may be Pittacus'
father Hyrrhas (Campbell 1982:277 n.1), or Pittacus' paternal grandfather (Gomme
1957:255-257; Di Benedetto 1955:97-118), or some unknown person who deserted
the poet's group for another (RosIer 1980: 170-181). What is clear, is the behaviour of
the other group during symposia: greedy drinking of undiluted wine, which bubbles
and froths day and night, accompanied by some "custom" (v6~oS) which the
damaged text has unfortunately hidden from us (3-6). "That man" was also guilty of
causing some form of upheaval, partying all night and playing kottabos (7-10). The
last lines place a question mark over the social status of the rival: with such a
background he cannot be aristocratic.
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We are informed by Diogenes Laertius (1.74) that Pittacus' father was
Thracian, and it is possible that the Thracian reputation for excessive drinking is here
being pinned on Pittacus and his family. This means that Alcaeus is using two forms
of the "we-they" paradigm: the "our group" vs. "their group", and the "Greek" vs.
"non-Greek" one.
In the following fragment, Alcaeus bemoans his lot as an exile and prays for
vengeance on the son of Hyrrhas, Pittacus (1-14). This time other aspects of his
rival's character and deportment are selected for his attack .
... wS lTOT' alTC.0llvullEV
TOIlOVTE~ ... [
Il11Mlla 11118' eva TWV ETaipC...:lv
aAA' 11 SOVOVTES YO:v ElTIEllllEVOI
KEioEOS' UlT' Cxv8pC...:lv01 TOT' ElTIK[
TJlTEITa KaKKTOVOVTES au-rOlS
80:1l0v UlTE~ aXEC...:lVPUEOSaI.

15

20

Ki)VC...:lV0 cpuoYC...:lVou 8IEAE~aTo
lTp6S SUIlOV aAAa 13paY8iC...:lSlTOOlV
elll13a1S ElT'OPKiOlOI MlTTEI
Tav lTOAIV Cxlllli ... [
...because once we swore,
slitting [a victim's throat, to desert]
none of our comrades ever,
but shrouded by earth to lie,
killed by men who then against [
or else to kill them
and save the people from distress.

15

20

But old Pot-belly did not consult with their
hearts, but recklessly underfoot
trampled the oaths and devours
our city [
Fr. 129 Lobel-Page
In the first place the poet unleashes a moral indictment: Pittacus is accused of
breaking the oath sworn by a group of aristocrats to which the poet also belonged (1420). In the poet's view Pittacus is guilty of betrayal. Then he attacks his rival's
physical appearance (21) by calling him names, as elsewhere: "coward" (fr. 141),
"low-born" (frr. 67, 106,348), "tyrant" (frr. 75, 306 fro 9), "Splay-foot", "Chap-foot",
"Prancer", "Pot-belly", "Fatso", "Eater-in-the dark" (fr. 429 Lobel-Page). A third
accusation is implicit in the image of Pittacus devouring the city (on the use of
8olTTC...:l, cf. fro 70.7 above): he is guilty of illegal and dangerous political activity.
The poem is cast in the form of a prayer addressed to Zeus, Hera and
Dionysus as deities of a combined cult on the island of Lesbos (cf. Sappho fro 17
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Lobel-Page). Yet this is not a hymn written for ritual delivery. There may have been
an invocatio in the missing opening, but the pride with which the poet dwells on the
Lesbians' creation of this visible and accessible sanctuary for the altars of the three
deities (1-8) suggests not so much part of an invocatio as details valued and
remembered by the poet on his return from exile on the island. The occasion on which
the poem was performed was the symposion (RosIer 1980:191-204).
Conclusion
Analysis of the poetry sung at symposia confirms that the symposion in early Greek
society served as the occasion and place for a group to establish, confirm and
communicate its own identity and codes of conduct. Like-minded men gathered to
reaffirm their alliances and allegiance. Moreover, the symposion could be used to
form, condition and/or reinforce the group's largely negative attitude to and view of
other peoples, groups or individuals. This was achieved mainly by means of
"essentialising". In the process, acceptable behaviour comes to be associated with
"us", non-acceptable behaviour with "them". At the same time, the process served as
a form of warning to the group to avoid or resist the behaviour exemplified by "the
other group". This evaluation of others could take place despite the generally positive
conception "out there". This is best seen in the case of Pittacus, whose reputation
beyond Alcaeus' poetry is in stark contrast with the poet's invective. The case of the
Scythians is less contrastive: the overall picture is a mixture of positive and negative
elements. Anacreon alone of the lyric poets holds up a negative portrait of the
Scythians in order to promote a particular code of behaviour, which he, guest-poet at
the court of Polycrates of Samos, considers "Greek". Anacreon is also the lyric poet
who encourages his audience to make a moral judgement of the behaviour of the
women of Sparta and Lesbos.
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